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AI Foundry
Changing the Way Organizations
Think About Data

Helping Organizations on their
Digital Transformation Journey

Our mission is to put your
data to work, so that you can
extract the most value from
it every day.

AI Foundry, a Kodak Alaris business unit, transforms enterprise
operations by integrating information, people and processes
to enable increased insight and improved decision-making.
Our Actionable Intelligence Management solutions help
organizations streamline and automate manual processes,
seize new business opportunities and manage compliance,
all while driving bottom-line performance.
Our team provides both the solutions and expertise to
accelerate an organization’s digital transformation journey.

We are inspired by the belief that people and departments can find better
ways to work with data and make their data “actionable”. This results in
organizations being better positioned to compete in our new-age digital economy.
Our Actionable Intelligence Management solutions enhance data and documents
organizations receive day in and day out, while extracting business value from
historical documents, which contain dark data. We help transform this unknown
information into Actionable Intelligence to fuel digital transformation, which
enables organizations to align business processes with measurable outcomes.

Actionable Intelligence Lifecycle
AI Foundry’s Actionable Intelligence Lifecycle is a process that scales beyond a
single document or ECM system, to an enterprise-wide way to deal with a large
variety of different repositories and systems that manage individual documents.
By being able to apply the lifecycle to these varying systems, the enterprise has
a common methodology to deal with their documents, and to ultimately migrate
to a single system and process.
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OVERVIEW
Actionable Intelligence Management
Actionable Intelligence Management enables organizations to take control of data flowing into organizations, as well as,
data sitting in repositories, file shares, Cloud drives, etc. AIM fuels digital transformation with enhanced document capture,
classification, data extraction, business process management, information governance and intelligent search for structured
and unstructured content. AIM solutions
take inflight data—web forms, emails,
attachments, and paper scans—
as well as, historical documents hidden
in file shares, ECM repositories, SANs,
computers and makes them operational.
The Actionable Intelligence Management
platform helps organizations not only
identify and make sense of their fastgrowing library of unstructured data
captured by systems and applications,
but also speeds up time to value to
by linking key functions in a holistic,
end-to-end solution.

Scenarios

Key components include:

Actionable Intelligence Management
solutions from AI Foundry empowers organizations to streamline
processes and help employees
make informed business decisions.
Some examples of where AIM
Solutions can help:

Capture
Capture is the on-ramp to your digital
transformation journey. Organizations
have a vast amount of documents in a
variety of different types coming into
your organization from customers, partners, suppliers and many other sources.
These documents need to be connected
to a business process so that they can be
properly handled. Capture is the way that
is done. Whether a paper document that
needs to be scanned or a digital document
that needs to be recognized, each of these
must be taken in, saved, and properly
dispatched. Getting this initial step done
correctly is key to efficiency in the rest
of the cycle.

• Mortgage and loan process
automation
• Customer/account onboarding
and administration
• Claims automation
• Contract and document
management
• Cloud/Data migrations
• Uncovering dark data

Classification
Once the data has been captured, infor-
mation must be classified into the proper
type of document, such as, a mortgage,
invoice, or onboarding form. The end
result of classification is that documents
can more easily be retrieved, shared,
edited and stored, while reducing risk
and compliance issues associated with
personal, confidential o
 r financial
information.

• Searchable knowledge
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Extraction
After documents are classified, data can
be extracted to feed workflows, populate
databases, and provide context-specific
insights to business processes. In this
phase of Actionable Intelligence Management, metadata is also generated to
further enrich the data.
Workflow
Actionable Intelligence is often facilitated
by the workflow representation of an entire
end-to-end business process, typically just
a single click away.
Enterprise Content Management
As part of a holistic solution, ECM allows
complex data to be a more transparent
asset that can be used by business users
across the enterprise. ECM is essential to
unlocking the power of data, regardless
of its document source, in order to create
actionable intelligence.
Intelligent Search
A flexible and robust Actionable Intelligence
Management platform uses full text search
functionality to mine text-based and/or
image-based documents in conjunction
with multi-faceted search—where users
can search by a hierarchy of categories.
This combination creates an intuitive
end-user experience coupled with speed
and accuracy.
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